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Undulator & Wiggler Magnets
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The plain undulator as light source,

S. C. Richter, Ph.D. Thesis KIT (2023)
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D. Schoerling et al., (2012) Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 042401



Low-Temperature Superconductor (LTS)
State-of-the-art: Nb-Ti (niobium-titanium)

Tc ≈ 10 K
Bc2 ≈ 14.5 T

strand cable

B to strand/cable orientation
is not relevant

Critical current:
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Background: different superconductors

High-Temperature Superconductor (HTS)
Here: ReBCO (Rare-earth Ba2Cu3O7-δ)

Tc ≈ 92 K
Bc2⊥ ≈ 110 T, Bc2‖ > 240 T

bulk tape

Cross-section BꞱ
tape width B∥

variation
≤ 50% Ic

*

𝐼!(𝑇, 𝐵) 𝐼!(𝑇, 𝐵, 𝜄)
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* https://lhc-machine-outreach.web.cern.ch/lhc-machine-outreach/components/cable.htm

**

** https://shop.can-superconductors.com/
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• Potential enhancement of undulator parameters
→ More compact synchrotron light sources
→ Improved damping

• Facilitated operation compared to Nb-Ti or Nb3Sn
- larger margins
→ Relaxed cryogenic requirements (lower cost)
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Background: why HTS?

• Link to CompactLight:
− Hard X-ray FEL (< 1 nm),
− High-field, short-periods (~ 13 mm, K>1),
− Low electron beam energy (2.5 to 5.5 GeV).

F. Nguyen et al. (2019) “XLS - D5.1: Technologies for the CompactLight Undulator”

• Link to CLIC and FCC-ee:
− High magnetic fields (> 2 T),
− Long-period wigglers (> 40 mm).

D. Schoerling et al. (2012) Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 042401

http://www.compactlight.eu/Main/HomePage
https://clicdp.web.cern.ch/
https://fcc.web.cern.ch/


• ReBCO’s potential:
- B-field amplitudes By ∼ 2 T

for λu ∈ [10,13] mm feasible.

Motivation: 2D e/m-simulations (4.2 K)
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S. C. Richter, Ph.D. Thesis KIT (2023)
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I. Kesgin et al.
• Non- and partial-insulated, 

and Epoxy wet winding
• VR jointless winding
• Mirror model

I. Kesgin et al., “High-temperature
superconducting undulator magnets” (2017),
doi: 10.1088/1361-6668/aa5d48.

T. Holubek et al., A. Will et al.
• Non-insulated, laser-structured
• Jointless and with joints (stack)
• Short model

T. Holubek et al., “A novel concept of high
temperature superconducting undulator” (2017),
doi: 10.1088/1361-6668/aa87f1
A. Will et al., “Design and Fabrication Concepts
of a Compact Undulator with Laser-Structured
2G-HTS Tapes” (2021), doi: 10.18429/JACoW-
IPAC2021-THPAB048.

S. Liu et al.
• Non-insulated winding
• VR winding with joints
• Mirror model

S. Liu et al., “Development of a
Short REBCO Undulator Magnet
With Resistive Joints” (2019),
doi:10.1109/TASC.2019.2896045

J. Park et al.
• Non-insulated 

winding
• VR winding
• Short model

J. Park et al., “Conduction
Cooling Test of Short
Period NI HTS Undulator at
Different Operating
Temperatures” (2021),
Presentation at MT27.

Other HTS undulator studies

Magnet protection…?!

optimization of their manufacturing process promises that
further enhancement of the engineering current density, Je, is
still possible. Recent studies on defect modification [7–12]
revealed that Zr doping enhances the performance of the tape
significantly. Another possibility for Je optimization is to
increase the volume ratio between the deposited super-
conducting layer and the rest of the tape. The 1 μm thick
superconducting film deposited on the 50 μm thick substrate
[13], which is the standard thickness for most of the suppliers,
represents only less than 2% of the tape volume. Sundaram
et al [11] showed that it is possible maintaining high Jc values
also for the tapes with 30 μm thick substrate. Depending on
the copper stabilizer thickness, Je would increase from 30%
up to 45% with respect to the standard tapes with 50 μm thick
substrate. Another big advantage of HTS tapes is that, due to
their high Tc values, they can be operated at temperatures that
are much higher than the operating temperatures of NbTi, and
therefore they would allow SCUs to sustain higher beam heat
loads.

One of the promising approaches to SCUs employing
HTS tape was proposed by Prestemon et al [15–17]. This
concept considers meander-structured HTS tapes stacked one
above the other as shown in figure 1. The top and the bottom
stacks are aligned as shown in figure 2. This configuration is
particularly suitable for short period lengths (λu<10 mm)
and narrow magnetic gaps (gm<4 mm), favoring it among
other competitive technologies [15, 16] to be used for FELs.
The HTS tape stacked undulator proposed in [15–17] foresees
resistive joints to allow current flowing from one layer to
another (see figure 1). The presence of resistive joints in this
concept might, during operation, represent a not negligible
source of heat, especially for conduction cooled applications.
A typical joint resistivity at 4.2 K ranges between 40 and
50 nΩ cm2 [18]. Minimization of the number of joints and
resistance plays an important role for a successful realization
of the HTS tape stacked undulator concept.

We present in this paper a novel concept of a jointless
undulator wound from a single laser-scribed HTS tape (JUST)
together with a first experimental demonstration.

2. Model and simulations

Here we present simulations of the HTS tape stacked undu-
lator using the magnetostatic finite volume integral computer
code Radia 3D [19]. The Radia model used considers two
stacks composed of HTS tapes stacked one above the other,
as presented in figure 2. The model contains only non-
magnetic materials. Figure 3 shows the segmentation princi-
ple and the current flow in individual HTS tape segments
having finite length, width and thickness. The structured part
is built of the central segments (black and white) having
dimensions λu/2 and w−λu, where w is the width of the
HTS tape, and the side segments (dark gray) having dimen-
sions λu and λu/2. Note that the space between the tapes as
displayed in figure 3 is not considered in the model, the tapes
are stacked to have a contact between their surfaces. All the
simulations presented here are performed for 15 periods and
consider a current flowing in the conductor I=500 A. The
magnetic gap gm and the tape thickness t are always chosen
gm=4 mm and t=50 μm, unless explicitly declared
differently.

Presently, only HTS tapes with a width of 12 mm and a
substrate thickness of 50 μm are commercially available in
usable lengths (∼100–200 m). The wish HTS tape for this
application should be wider to increase the so called ‘good
field region’3 (GFR), and should have a thinner substrate to

Figure 1. Alignment of the structured parts of the HTS tapes within
the stack and current flow principle. Contributions to the on axis
magnetic field By above the structured part sum up constructively,
while outside the structured part they cancel out.

Figure 2. Two HTS tape stacks generating sinusoidal magnetic field
By along the electron beam trajectory.

3 Region transverse to the longitudinal motion of the electron beam: the
electron beam moves transversally in the GFR and needs to see a
uniform field.

2

Supercond. Sci. Technol. 30 (2017) 115002 T Holubek et al

T. Tanaka et al., “Application
of high-temperature super-
conducting permanent mag-
nets to synchrotron radiation
sources” (2004), doi:
10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.7.09
0704 .

T. Tanaka et al.
• PMU + HTS:

“Enhanced CPMU”
• ReBCO Bulks
• Short model

remarkable enhancement of the achievable Bp as the
critical current density (Jc, the maximum current density
which can flow in the superconductor) increases. If the
superconductor has a Jc value higher than 1:1 kA=mm2,
Bp of CU plus is expected to exceed that of the recent
SCU [22] at the same gap.

It should be noted that the minimum gap of CU plus
can probably be made narrower than that of the SCU
operating around liquid helium temperature, because
the operating temperature, 40–80 K, of CU plus is
much higher than that of liquid helium, which ensures
a high cooling capacity of the state-of-the-art cryo-
coolers. In such a case, the performance of CU plus is
further improved as indicated by a chain curve for
gap ! 3 mm.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We performed experiments to verify the principle of
CU plus with superconductor rings made from a commer-
cially available material, Gd-Ba-Cu-O.

First we investigated the performance of the supercon-
ductor ring itself by applying an external field using a
separated magnetic flux generator. The illustration and
dimensions of the superconductor ring are shown in
Fig. 3(a) and the results are in Fig. 3(b). The abscissa
shows the strength of the external field, while the ordinate
shows the field measured by a Hall probe at the center of
the superconductor ring. The measurement was per-
formed at the temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K). We
can find a typical hysteresis curve brought by the diamag-
netism of the superconductor ring. From the experimental
results, Jc was roughly estimated at "200 A=mm2 by
comparison with a calculation of the magnetic field by a
current loop with the same shape and dimensions as the

superconductor ring. This value is indeed typical for a
copper-oxide SC material [15].

Then we performed experiments using the test magnet
assembly comprised of PMs and the superconductors, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). The PMs were made from NEOMAX
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FIG. 3. (Color) Determination of the critical current density
(Jc) of the superconductor ring used for the test magnet
assembly. (a) Illustration and dimensions of the superconductor
ring and (b) result of the field measurement for the supercon-
ductor ring at the temperature of 77 K.
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FIG. 2. (Color) Example of a magnetic structure model for cryoundulator (CU) plus (a),(b) and its magnetic performance (c).
Detailed dimensions for each component are indicated in (a) and a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the CU plus model is given
in (b). Achievable peak fields calculated as a function of Jc are shown in (c) for two different values of the gap width, 5 mm (solid
curve) and 3 mm (chain curve), respectively.
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o Helical Undulator (Hel.)

About the HTS Undulator Study (CERN-KIT)
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conductor

pole

• Investigation of prototype coils 

o Vertical Racetrack (VR)

→ Non-insulated windings for high J quench protection
+ extra Cu as a stabilizer

all in 2D

𝐽J

λ!

(λ! = 13 mm)



VR Undulator Coil: design
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iron

One-period coil:
• Two non-insulated sub-coils with opposite current directions 

on the same winding body, with central insulators.

insulator

ReBCO tape

copper

S. C. Richter et al. (2022) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 32(4) 4100305

Je = 2 kA/mm2

B c
on

d
(T
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VR Undulator Coil: powering at 77 K (LN2)
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S. C. Richter et al. (2023) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 33(5) 4100207
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2) Current steps, magnetic field, and overflow:
- 40 A steps with a 300 s decay time
- 828 A operation à 1.4 T in 3.5 mm (7 mm gap)

Ic 930 A 930 A

S. C. Richter et al. (2023) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 33(5) 4100207

→ Jen ≈ 2.3 kA/mm2

VR Undulator Coil: powering at 4.2 K (LHe)



HTS Helical Undulator (H2U) Demonstrator
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H2U calculations for 4.2 K
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Novel helical undulator

based on HTS tapes

Why? → More compact and efficient!
• 4.2 K: By ≥ 2 T for λ$ = 13 mm, g = 5 mm,
• 77 K: stable operation up to 107% Ic

S. C. Richter et al. (2023) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 34(3) 4101507
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Courtesy of M. Calvi
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About the HTS Bulk Undulator at PSI for SLS2.0
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magnetic gap = 4mm

ReBCO – Rare-Earth Barium Copper Oxide 
(ReBa2Cu3Oϳоǆ)

[Scaling laws: E.R. Moog, R.J. Dejus, and S. Sasaki , Light Source Note: ANL/APS/LS-348
James Clarke, FLS 2012, March 2012, Ryota Kinjo Physical Review Special Topics, Accelerator 
and Beams 17, 022401 (2014)]
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CPMU14 with B0=1.3 T
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Flux at 30 m from the source
to illuminate a sample of about 1 mm2

Calculations done for the future iTOMCAT beamline, 
dedicated to tomographic microscopy

SLS 2.0
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HTSU10 with B0=2.0 T
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Permanent Magnet Undulator with Fe poles 

By

Permanent 
magnets

Fe poles

6

�u (57)

IUCr macros version 2.1.10: 2016/01/28

gapElectrons



Example of field cooling magnetization 
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Solenoid, Bs

GdBCO Tc=92K

Temp

Bs

Tc

Temp

Field

T. Kii, et al. (2006) Proc. FEL2006 p. 653.
R. Kinjo et al. (2013) Appl. Phys. Express 6 042701

Superconducting Staggered Array Undulator



• 10 period geometry for simulation and optimization:

Bulk HTS Staggered Array Undulator
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• Starting point for optimization 
is close to R. Kinjos geometry

• ReBCO bulks
• Jc(0 T, 4.2 K) = 1.5e10 A/m2

Short bulk HTSU samples: design 

Page 20

Bulk HTS Staggered Array Undulator

Page 20

• Superconducting solenoid providing 
external field Bext = +/- 10 T



Short bulk HTSU sample: calculations 
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Surface current density and magnetic field Magnetization current density in the mid-plane

Field Cooling magnetization from 10 T to 0 T

up to ~15 kA/mm2 (!)



Planar Hybrid: bulk sorting
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8 
 

      
Figure 5. Left: Undulator prototype after mounting strain gauges; right: measured mechanical hoop strains along the length of the aluminium 

shell after each thermal cycle training at 77 K. 

 

Figure 6. Measured on-axis undulator field By (a) before sorting and (b) after sorting. ΔBs refers to the change in the background solenoid field. 

 

1.1. Undulator technology

In-vacuum permanent magnet undulators, operated either at
room temperature (IVU) or at cryogenics temperature
(CPMU) (77–135 K), are the state of the art technology
reaching high photon energy and highly collimated photon
beams. They are required in medium energy storage rings
(<3 GeV) to achieve 40 keV photon energies [13]. This is
possible using the high resonance harmonics of a CPMU.
This requires a high degree of accuracy in the field profile,
with a RMS phase error parameter [14] of <2◦.

In the last decade superconducting undulators based on
NbTi have been developed both in Europe [15] and in the
US [16]. For period lengths above 15 mm, they are more
effective in generating large magnetic field than CPMU [17].
For lower period lengths alternative superconductors have to
be used. Nb3Sn has been magnetically tested in Berkeley lab
[18] recently but its 19 mm period length chosen for the
parameters of LCLS2 [19] does not allow a direct assess-
ment of the very short period length regime focused on in
this paper. Superconducting undulators have the advantage
of being less sensitive to radiation than permanent magnets,
which may experience irreversible field losses due to inter-
action with high energy particles and their associated
hadronic shower.

Due to the large investment involved in the construction
of an FEL, an European project, XLS [20], has been started
with the aim of designing a compact FEL in the hard x-ray
regime to increase the availability of those instruments by
reducing the size of the infrastructures and consequently the
costs of the whole installation. The R&D activities on short
period superconducting undulators at PSI started for appli-
cation in FELs, where the operation on low harmonics relaxes
the requirements on the phase error (<10◦) and the low rep-
rate of classical copper linac (100–120 Hz) does not impose
high heat load to the devices. Meanwhile, the synchrotron
community has also expressed significant interest for this
development and the challenging implementation of this
superconducting undulator in a storage ring will be evaluated
too. Within the XLS collaboration, PSI decided to investigate
the staggered array configuration [21] following the design by

Kinjo and co-workers [22, 23], where for the first time it was
proposed to implement HTS bulks in place of iron poles and/
or permanent magnets [24], see figure 1(a)

2. The superconducting staggered array principle

The working principle of a superconducting staggered array
undulator (SSAU) is to shape the uniform field of a solenoid
into an undulator field (B0). One of the advantages of a SSAU
to its normal conducting option [21] is the possibility to
operate without a solenoidal background field. The most
effective procedure to obtain this result is to field cool (FC)
the HTS bulks in a superconducting solenoid. The current on
the solenoid is slowly driven to zero and the variation of the
field is compensated by an induced current on the HTS
effectively trapping a magnetic field. In a SSAU, due to the
specific geometry of the HTS bulks arrangement—staggered
geometry—even though the upper and the lower rows of the
HTS bulks are identically magnetised, the magnetic fields do
not cancel each other but add together to produce B0 thanks to
their relative positional shift of λu/2. In a standard permanent
magnet arrangement it is possible to introduce magnets with
inverse magnetisation and further increase the undulator field
(with the eventual addition of iron poles as well). Unfortu-
nately, this has not been considered as a realistic option for a
SSAU as the HTS bulks require an in situ magnetisation.
Furthermore, a complex mechanical installation operated in
cryogenic temperatures is required to allow manipulation of
those blocks, as proposed in [25, 26] where alternative geo-
metries are presented.

A λu of 10 mm and a magnetic gap of 4 mm (distance
between the flat edge of the upper and the lower row) have
been selected as ambitious parameters because both CPMU
and existing NbTi undulators do not deliver enough field
(<1 T) for the design of a compact FEL. COMSOL and
ANSYS have been used to solve the magnetisation problem:
the first implements the popular H-formulation while the
second uses a new approach based on the A–V formulation
[27]. In this paper, the main results of the design optimisation
are introduced, more details can be found in [28]. In figure 2

Figure 1. (a) The staggered array undulator geometry as proposed by Kinjo and co-workers and as it is also adopted for the test presented in
this paper. (b) A new hybrid staggered array undulator, where ferromagnetic poles (dark-grey) positioned at the peak undulator field helps
increasing its strength. (c) A new helical geometry which extends the staggered array to two dimensions. The round bulks are now cut in four
pieces (1, 2, 3 and 4) and relatively shifted of λu/4 along the z-axis.

2

Supercond. Sci. Technol. 33 (2020) 014004 M Calvi et al

@ 10 K



Planar Hybrid: B-field (Nippon Steel)
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1.1. Undulator technology

In-vacuum permanent magnet undulators, operated either at
room temperature (IVU) or at cryogenics temperature
(CPMU) (77–135 K), are the state of the art technology
reaching high photon energy and highly collimated photon
beams. They are required in medium energy storage rings
(<3 GeV) to achieve 40 keV photon energies [13]. This is
possible using the high resonance harmonics of a CPMU.
This requires a high degree of accuracy in the field profile,
with a RMS phase error parameter [14] of <2◦.

In the last decade superconducting undulators based on
NbTi have been developed both in Europe [15] and in the
US [16]. For period lengths above 15 mm, they are more
effective in generating large magnetic field than CPMU [17].
For lower period lengths alternative superconductors have to
be used. Nb3Sn has been magnetically tested in Berkeley lab
[18] recently but its 19 mm period length chosen for the
parameters of LCLS2 [19] does not allow a direct assess-
ment of the very short period length regime focused on in
this paper. Superconducting undulators have the advantage
of being less sensitive to radiation than permanent magnets,
which may experience irreversible field losses due to inter-
action with high energy particles and their associated
hadronic shower.

Due to the large investment involved in the construction
of an FEL, an European project, XLS [20], has been started
with the aim of designing a compact FEL in the hard x-ray
regime to increase the availability of those instruments by
reducing the size of the infrastructures and consequently the
costs of the whole installation. The R&D activities on short
period superconducting undulators at PSI started for appli-
cation in FELs, where the operation on low harmonics relaxes
the requirements on the phase error (<10◦) and the low rep-
rate of classical copper linac (100–120 Hz) does not impose
high heat load to the devices. Meanwhile, the synchrotron
community has also expressed significant interest for this
development and the challenging implementation of this
superconducting undulator in a storage ring will be evaluated
too. Within the XLS collaboration, PSI decided to investigate
the staggered array configuration [21] following the design by

Kinjo and co-workers [22, 23], where for the first time it was
proposed to implement HTS bulks in place of iron poles and/
or permanent magnets [24], see figure 1(a)

2. The superconducting staggered array principle

The working principle of a superconducting staggered array
undulator (SSAU) is to shape the uniform field of a solenoid
into an undulator field (B0). One of the advantages of a SSAU
to its normal conducting option [21] is the possibility to
operate without a solenoidal background field. The most
effective procedure to obtain this result is to field cool (FC)
the HTS bulks in a superconducting solenoid. The current on
the solenoid is slowly driven to zero and the variation of the
field is compensated by an induced current on the HTS
effectively trapping a magnetic field. In a SSAU, due to the
specific geometry of the HTS bulks arrangement—staggered
geometry—even though the upper and the lower rows of the
HTS bulks are identically magnetised, the magnetic fields do
not cancel each other but add together to produce B0 thanks to
their relative positional shift of λu/2. In a standard permanent
magnet arrangement it is possible to introduce magnets with
inverse magnetisation and further increase the undulator field
(with the eventual addition of iron poles as well). Unfortu-
nately, this has not been considered as a realistic option for a
SSAU as the HTS bulks require an in situ magnetisation.
Furthermore, a complex mechanical installation operated in
cryogenic temperatures is required to allow manipulation of
those blocks, as proposed in [25, 26] where alternative geo-
metries are presented.

A λu of 10 mm and a magnetic gap of 4 mm (distance
between the flat edge of the upper and the lower row) have
been selected as ambitious parameters because both CPMU
and existing NbTi undulators do not deliver enough field
(<1 T) for the design of a compact FEL. COMSOL and
ANSYS have been used to solve the magnetisation problem:
the first implements the popular H-formulation while the
second uses a new approach based on the A–V formulation
[27]. In this paper, the main results of the design optimisation
are introduced, more details can be found in [28]. In figure 2

Figure 1. (a) The staggered array undulator geometry as proposed by Kinjo and co-workers and as it is also adopted for the test presented in
this paper. (b) A new hybrid staggered array undulator, where ferromagnetic poles (dark-grey) positioned at the peak undulator field helps
increasing its strength. (c) A new helical geometry which extends the staggered array to two dimensions. The round bulks are now cut in four
pieces (1, 2, 3 and 4) and relatively shifted of λu/4 along the z-axis.
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Summary and Conclusion
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HTS has demonstrated potential and feasibility for undulators
• VR prototype coils demonstrated high magnetic fields
- Stable operation up to Ic, and beyond (77 K, 4.2 K)

• ReBCO tape-based helical undulator demonstrator: novel design
• Short model bulk undulator demonstrated high magnetic fields
- Stable operation with optimized B-field (7.5 K,  10 K),
- Design ready: first full HTS undulator (1 m) at PSI for SLS2.0 in 2026 (!)

Upcoming research:
• Controlled inter-turn resistance

− NI, PI, or variable resistance?
• Field quality and tuning
• Holmium poles
• Bulks: Single-direction melt growth 

(SDMG)

HTS is superior to LTS
in absolute on-axis fieldta

pe
s
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Backup: Undulator & Wiggler Magnets

Page 27D. Schoerling et al., (2012) Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 15, 042401

Nb-Ti

Nb3Sn

ReBCO
(prediction)

?

F. Nguyen et al. (2019) “XLS - D5.1: Technologies for the CompactLight Undulator”

Light source:
CompactLight

Collider:
CLIC



State-of-the-art technology: Low-Temperature Sc (LTS)
• Higher magnetic fields / reduced undulator length 
• Simple K-control via current (vs. massive PMU)
• Small footprint
• Cryogenics and quench protection are crucial
• High-field, short-period examples:

Backup: overview of today’s SCUs

Page 28

B 𝜆u gap material location

1.18 T 20 mm 7 mm Nb-Ti KARA (KIT), DE

1.17 T 18 mm 9.5 mm Nb3Sn APS (ANL), US

1.82 T 18 mm 6 mm Nb-Ti EuXFEL/Bilfinger, DE 

SCU20 (KIT), 
S. Casalbuoni et al. (2019) AIP Conf. Proc. 2054

SCU18 (ANL), 
Y. Ivanyushenkov et al. (2015) Proc. IPAC 2015in production



Backup: VR Undulator Coil – 3D modelling
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J-anisotropy → considering the worst-case scenario defined Jc: 
• Max. Bcond perpendicular to the tape’s plane,
• At 4.2 K: max. B^ ≈ 99.95% Bcond .

Je(4.2 K) = 2071 A/mm2

B c
on

d
(T

)

VR coil
Undulator period λu 13 mm 
Sub-coil x-section 4 mm ´ 5 mm
HTS conductor
with dimensions

Bruker HTS
4 mm x 100 μm

Number of turns 51
Jop, sim (4.9 T, 4.2 K) 2071 A/mm2

Iop, sim (4.9 T, 4.2 K) 828 A
By,1(Ic,sim, @3.5 mm) 1.38 T

S. C. Richter et al. (2022) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 32(4) 4100305



Backup: VR undulator coil manufacturing
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• 4 mm wide and 
- 100 µm thick Bruker HTS tape (VR coil #1 and #2),
- 45 µm   thick SuperPower tape (VR coil #3).

• The first turn was fixed by a pin and soldered
along the curved side to the 10 mm tape,
- Sn62Pb36Ag2 solder paste @ 185 °C for 5 min.

• Winding with controlled winding tension {30 N, 25 N}.
• The last turn was soldered along the curved side,
- 97In3Ag solder paste @ 155 °C for 5 min.

• Contact: copper lead with indium foil,
• 4 voltage taps (sub-coil’s start and end).

Indium foil

S. C. Richter et al. (2022) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 32(4) 4100305



Backup: H2U demonstrator
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• By ≥ 2 T for 𝝀𝒖 = 13 mm, g = 5 mm,
• Wound with 4 mm wide ReBCO tape.

Very first helical undulator with superconducting tapes
→ novel winding scheme and challenges!

S. C. Richter et al. (2023) IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 34(3) 4101507



Backup: example of Field Cooling (FC)
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Backup: prestress measurements at 77 K

K. Zhang et al. (2023) Supercond. Sci. Technol. 36



Backup: Planar Hybrid – B decay (Nippon Steel)
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B0-µ ∝ lnt

∝ 1-exp[-t/𝜏]

𝜏=2.2days

µ≃1

1 Fundamentals

Studying the magnetic relaxation in conventional superconductors, a logarith-
mic time dependence of the magnetization has been observed [1.20] and inter-
preted as flux creep by Anderson and Kim [1.21, 1.22]. According to the Ander-
son-Kim model the field gradient within the superconductor decays with time
because of thermally activated flux motion of flux lines resulting in relaxation of
the persistent current and of the magnetization.
Considering a slab with flux lines along the z-axis moving along the x-axis (i.e.

the macroscopically averaged current density j is directed along the y-axis and
related to the gradient of the flux lines), the relation

UðjÞ ¼ kT lnðt=toÞ (1.19)

between the activation energy for flux creep and the time dependence of the per-
sistent current density j has been derived [1.23]. From this equation, j(t) is deter-
mined by putting in the current dependence of the activation energy U(j).
In the Anderson-Kim model, a linear U(j) relation

U(j) = Uo(1 – j/jco) (1.20)

was considered, which is a reasonable approximation for low-temperature super-
conductors in which the persistent current is close to the critical current jco at T = 0
in the absence of flux creep. From (1.19) and (1.20), one obtains the well-known
logarithmic time dependence of the persistent current

jðtÞ ¼ jco 1$ kT
Uo

ln
t
to

! "# $

(1.21)

For HTSCs, the non-linear U(j) relation

U(j) = Uo [ (jco/j)l –1] (1.22)

has been proposed within the model of collective creep [1.24] for persistent cur-
rents j << jco. This model assumes weak random pinning and takes the elastic
properties of the flux line lattice into account. The time dependence of the persis-
tent current in the collective creep model is given by the so-called “interpolation
formula”

jðtÞ ¼ jco
½1þ ðlkT=UoÞ lnðt=toÞ'

1=l (1.23)

resulting from (1.19) and (1.22). The additional factor l in the denominator of
Eq. (1.23) ensures that it is possible to interpolate between the Anderson-Kim
model (for j near jco at short times) and the long-time behavior. Indeed, relation
(1.21) can be regarded as special case of Eq. (1.23) for l = –1.
In the collective creep model, the size of the flux bundles depends on the cur-

rent density, in contrast to the Anderson-Kim model, where a constant volume of
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1.1. Undulator technology

In-vacuum permanent magnet undulators, operated either at
room temperature (IVU) or at cryogenics temperature
(CPMU) (77–135 K), are the state of the art technology
reaching high photon energy and highly collimated photon
beams. They are required in medium energy storage rings
(<3 GeV) to achieve 40 keV photon energies [13]. This is
possible using the high resonance harmonics of a CPMU.
This requires a high degree of accuracy in the field profile,
with a RMS phase error parameter [14] of <2◦.

In the last decade superconducting undulators based on
NbTi have been developed both in Europe [15] and in the
US [16]. For period lengths above 15 mm, they are more
effective in generating large magnetic field than CPMU [17].
For lower period lengths alternative superconductors have to
be used. Nb3Sn has been magnetically tested in Berkeley lab
[18] recently but its 19 mm period length chosen for the
parameters of LCLS2 [19] does not allow a direct assess-
ment of the very short period length regime focused on in
this paper. Superconducting undulators have the advantage
of being less sensitive to radiation than permanent magnets,
which may experience irreversible field losses due to inter-
action with high energy particles and their associated
hadronic shower.

Due to the large investment involved in the construction
of an FEL, an European project, XLS [20], has been started
with the aim of designing a compact FEL in the hard x-ray
regime to increase the availability of those instruments by
reducing the size of the infrastructures and consequently the
costs of the whole installation. The R&D activities on short
period superconducting undulators at PSI started for appli-
cation in FELs, where the operation on low harmonics relaxes
the requirements on the phase error (<10◦) and the low rep-
rate of classical copper linac (100–120 Hz) does not impose
high heat load to the devices. Meanwhile, the synchrotron
community has also expressed significant interest for this
development and the challenging implementation of this
superconducting undulator in a storage ring will be evaluated
too. Within the XLS collaboration, PSI decided to investigate
the staggered array configuration [21] following the design by

Kinjo and co-workers [22, 23], where for the first time it was
proposed to implement HTS bulks in place of iron poles and/
or permanent magnets [24], see figure 1(a)

2. The superconducting staggered array principle

The working principle of a superconducting staggered array
undulator (SSAU) is to shape the uniform field of a solenoid
into an undulator field (B0). One of the advantages of a SSAU
to its normal conducting option [21] is the possibility to
operate without a solenoidal background field. The most
effective procedure to obtain this result is to field cool (FC)
the HTS bulks in a superconducting solenoid. The current on
the solenoid is slowly driven to zero and the variation of the
field is compensated by an induced current on the HTS
effectively trapping a magnetic field. In a SSAU, due to the
specific geometry of the HTS bulks arrangement—staggered
geometry—even though the upper and the lower rows of the
HTS bulks are identically magnetised, the magnetic fields do
not cancel each other but add together to produce B0 thanks to
their relative positional shift of λu/2. In a standard permanent
magnet arrangement it is possible to introduce magnets with
inverse magnetisation and further increase the undulator field
(with the eventual addition of iron poles as well). Unfortu-
nately, this has not been considered as a realistic option for a
SSAU as the HTS bulks require an in situ magnetisation.
Furthermore, a complex mechanical installation operated in
cryogenic temperatures is required to allow manipulation of
those blocks, as proposed in [25, 26] where alternative geo-
metries are presented.

A λu of 10 mm and a magnetic gap of 4 mm (distance
between the flat edge of the upper and the lower row) have
been selected as ambitious parameters because both CPMU
and existing NbTi undulators do not deliver enough field
(<1 T) for the design of a compact FEL. COMSOL and
ANSYS have been used to solve the magnetisation problem:
the first implements the popular H-formulation while the
second uses a new approach based on the A–V formulation
[27]. In this paper, the main results of the design optimisation
are introduced, more details can be found in [28]. In figure 2

Figure 1. (a) The staggered array undulator geometry as proposed by Kinjo and co-workers and as it is also adopted for the test presented in
this paper. (b) A new hybrid staggered array undulator, where ferromagnetic poles (dark-grey) positioned at the peak undulator field helps
increasing its strength. (c) A new helical geometry which extends the staggered array to two dimensions. The round bulks are now cut in four
pieces (1, 2, 3 and 4) and relatively shifted of λu/4 along the z-axis.
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